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Note to the Reader

The reader is encouraged to use a high quality replica of the First 
Folio image for further study. I recommend the Yale University Press 
First Folio for this purpose. The Yale edition is an 80 percent size replica. 
I also recommend a life size copy in order to study the measure-
ments. These are available for purchase through the Internet. 
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INTRODUCTION

Since its first appearance as the frontispiece of the First Folio of Shakespeare plays, the Droeshout etching has been 
an embarrassing enigma. It looks so repulsive, disappointing and idiotic, that no one has been able to explain why 
it should preface an august and magisterial work of art. 

On the contrary, the Droeshout etching is a masterpiece of Renaissance artfulness, whose purpose was, obviously 
not portraiture, but protecting a sensitive truth about the author of the works of the spectacular unknown “Shake-
speare”. The sensitive truth undiscovered until long after 1623: his name, title and lineage.

The measurements which resulted in the distorted image were intentionally designed to imply or delineate three 
geometric shapes that would prove the authorship of the ensuing plays. The first shape (4 circles) was a foreign 
language number pun (4 in German is vier=Vere). Joined to the “O” shape, it hints Vere-Oxford. In effect, this 
reveals the author as Edward de Vere, the Earl of Oxford. 

The second shape is a five-pointed Vere-like star. It is altered with powerful classical and Renaissance angles, 
suggesting interplay between the Spiritual and mortal (material) realms. These star measurements will be shown 
to allude to (perceived) divinely-assisted, hence immortal, Increase or Creativity. Through print, secular literature 
could produce a kind of immortality akin to the gods’ own immortal and creational powers. 

The third shape commemorates the Vere ancestry. It stylistically represents the Vere heraldry shield with its 
ancient six-pointed star. According to historian Verily Anderson, this badge/shield to the Veres was simply “God”, 
symbolizing near-deity. 

Numerous optical illusions in the etching indicate the Vere identity. In addition, one set of devices savagely 
condemns a predatory knave from Stratford named William Shakspere. 

Edward de Vere, 17th Earl of Oxford, was recognized in his time as a surpassing genius of literature, as well as the 
champion jouster of his generation. A nobleman who could not openly practice the lowly art of literature, he wrote 
anonymously and pseudonymously. Differences with the governmental powers then ruling Elizabethan England 
led to his effacement as the foundational artist of English history. 

The Golden Mean ratio underlies the etching’s geometric structures. This ‘Divine Proportion’ is ubiquitous in the 
formation of all creation. Believing it the Law of God given form in Nature, geometers considered the Golden 
Mean the manifestation of higher Truth in material reality. Inevitably, the Droeshout talisman attached to, relied 
upon, contained, and alluded to the Golden Mean as its organizing principle and source of compelling power. 

It is now time to discuss the revelatory content within the Droeshout etching, so that the author revealed there 
receives posthumous honor for having written what Walt Whitman described as “works in some respects greater 
than anything else in recorded literature.” With new knowledge set forth in this study and others with similar 
intent, the whole of early modern English literary and Nation-State history may be more accurately and truthfully 
revised.
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Notice the huge head, shrunken body, odd mouth, awful hair and asymmetrical collar. 
This is a puzzle not a person. Note the five dots on the left shoulder, the incomplete 
round sleeve, and the square gleam on the mouth, which does not occur in Nature.
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Something is still compelling—the 4” circle around the head is magnetic. 
The circle is a Renaissance technique.
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But uniquely, there are four circles here, not one. There are three 
4” circles and one 3” circle, plus . . .
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. . . a 50° angle across the mouth. In Renaissance painting, a 50° angle connoted 
communication, or sanctity, from the higher worlds. In this case, it means the subject 
has been divinely blessed in speech. Not only the 50° cross-line touches the mouth, 
but two circles of the 4-O’s device do also. The total of three intersections, the triad 
is a sign of secret or privileged knowledge. The Latin axioms are tria sunt omnia (all 
good things come in threes) and omne trium perfectum (whatever appears in threes is 
perfect).
These four circles or 4-O’s are the first geometric shape. If we saw nothing more, it 
would identify Vere with the plays. German vier sounds like Vere. O stands for 
Oxford. This abbreviated knowledge is only accessible through measurement, not 
casual sight.
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The dotted line from inside the left eye to the left collar-tip is exactly three inches. From 
the same point of the eye to the margin is also three inches. They make an exact 65° 
angle. The completed triangle has a 50° apex, repeating the 50° cross-line touching the 
mouth. In all, the three-inch bases to the figure’s right and below constitute an implied 
pentagram with four 50 ° apexes.
The 47 ° peak derives from two exactly five-inch legs of the top triangle and its four-inch 
base. The 3-4-5 numbers in the triangles and the 47° peak are identical to Euclid’s 
Theorem # 47, the proof of the Pythagorean Triangle, 32+42=52.
According to Plutarch’s account, Euclid’s Theorem # 47 represents the Miracle 
of Increase or the Creative Principle. Isis, the 3 principle, mated with Osiris, the 4 
principle, to create Horus the 5 principle. This meant in Greek, Kosmos: perfect order 
and beauty.  The Vere-like pentagram symbolizes a Creative principle (47°) aided by 
Divine intervention, or gifting of speech to the Vere Oxford figure (50 °).
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The Vere heraldry star points are only 40º.
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Thus the implied star in this diagram transcends, while also implying, Vere’s heraldic 
40° star, joining by proximity both Divine blessing and its inherent immortality and 
human Creativity, following the model of the Gods creating the natural world.
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The third geometric shape is the former heraldic shield, i.e., the 6-pointed 
star—part of the ancient Vere lineage. The top of the heraldic Chief is the 
Place of Honor, exactly beneath the 4-sided gleam on the lower lip. (4=vier=-
Vere) This geometric shape honors the lineage that produced de Vere.
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The ancient Vere mullet or star is shown with other ancient shields. 
It is broad in shape.
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The Droeshout version is a stylized ancient Vere star. 
It is implied rather than manifest.
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The surface image contains two numerical de Vere’s. The width=2” 
(French deux=2), while the length of the head=4” (vier=4). The two 
spear points on the figure’s right collar and the four on the left repre-
sent a 2-4 pattern. (Deux Vier=de Vere)
In addition the crease of the neck-folds forms a long narrow ‘V’, which 
points to the ear, spelling V-ear, or Vere. And the dot centering the 
three-inch circle is a nominal ‘O’ which also centers the block-shaped 
O on the figure’s left collar-piece.  The three prominent spears above 
then combine to make an EO monogram.
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The third de Vere (deux vier) is in the lettering. The word “London” on the first line 
is 2-inches wide. The line beneath is exactly 4-inches wide. The Golden Mean (GM) 
of the etching’s 6 ½ inch width is 4 inches. Each 4-inch measurement along the 
top and bottom of the etching adjoins an O in the text above and below (making 2 
more combinations of the ‘O’ for Oxford and the ‘4’ for vier).
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Four circles obscure the image of the insinuated author. 
These produce 4-Os (representing Vere-Oxford).
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Lines adjoining the centers of the 4 circles create ‘OX’ 
in the smaller circle—again representing Oxford.
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The upside down mouth illustrates an ox skull with two outstretched 
horns. The muzzle makes a 40º isosceles triangle (slightly offset). A 
4-sided gleam (reflective surface) in the lower lip identifies Vere. The 
lip itself is a worm (Ver in French=worm). 
(The three aligned circles on the previous page will be explained 
next.)
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Circles alignment is a Renaissance convention. Tintoretto’s “Zeus and 
Hera” shows the Earthly and Heavenly realms (contained within the larger 
circles) and the intermediate space (the intersection of the smaller circle 
with the earth circle) in a moon shape. Hera, Female Principle, partly 
occupies the intermediary space between matter and spirit.
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The transcendant star (made up of 50º and 47º angles) also 
obscures the image and replaces it with a Vere-related symbol.
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I was accused of imposing the star on the etching. However, the 
template for the construction of geometrically-based pictorial art is 
primary; the placement of the images follows the geometry. Vermeer’s 
“The Painter’s Art” is an example.
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E.g., Michelangelo’s Doni Tondo reveals a five-pointed template. 
In addition, the hands and eyes will be shown to exist along 
parallel 50º lines.
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The 50º angle (red line) inscribed over the “Doni Tondo” passes 
through the protective hands of the Virgin. A parallel line (not 
shown) passes through the eye of the Divine Child and that of 
the mortal Virgin. 
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The parallel 50º angle lines on Vermeer’s “Little Street” pass 
through the Sacred Angel above and the profane below—the 
humble but virtuous work woman in the doorway. The other work 
women are aligned to two points on the Golden Mean.
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A 50º angle inscribed on “Painter’s Art” passes through Clio, 
the Goddess of History, and the earthly artist’s workshop. 
The rectangle created by the intersection of the horizontal 
and vertical Golden Mean lines draws the eye to the main 
subject, Clio.
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This illustration shows a 50º angle and Golden Mean lines on 
the Droeshout etching. As in the Vermeer, the rectangle created 
by the intersection of these lines contains the most significant 
information.
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Enlargement: Inside only a one (1) inch circle from the nose’s 40° triangle to the 
lower-lip hair fringe:
     1. The 3” and lower 4” circles cross at the lip’s center. (p. 3)
     2. The diagonal 50° angle intersects there too, a telltale ‘Three’ instance. (p. 4)
     3. The lip is an optical illusion—a worm/ver. 
     4. The four-sided lip gleam=vier=Vere. 
     5. The upper lip is an optical illusion—an ox skull and horns=Oxford. (p. 15)
     6. In the nose is a 40° isosceles triangle, i.e., 4 for Vere and 0 for Oxford.
     7. The philtrum under the nose spreads in a 40° angle. 
This is discussed further on the next page.
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The measurement of the one (1)-inch circle (O) implies the number (10) and we 
also understand the configuration as IO, equaling E’O, Earl of Oxford’s initials if 
pronounced in Italian. The circle’s ‘10’ inference plus 7 devices =17. Simultaneously 
in orthographic nomenclature, the IO identifies EO, Earl of Oxford. The compound 
communication becomes ‘17th EO’ (17th Earl of Oxford).
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Five-Pointed Star Formation
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Appearances are deceiving. Despite knowing the existence of 
the intentional measurements, the eye is fooled by the surface, 
and we have no easy hint of the geometric shapes.
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The etching includes the heraldic Vere shield. 
Note the house-shaped top of the shield.
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“Painter’s Art” shows house template 
as a painter’s structural basis of integrity and stability. 
See the numerous features that rely on the template 

of the joined square and triangle.
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Optical illusions: the Boar
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The Ox skull with horns
(the philtrum and upper lip)
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Unfinished business with the devices and optical illusions:
We locate the lumpy O for Oxford by placing a GM calculator 
at the 40 degree triangle in the nose and the extreme at the 
crown of the head. Their GM is the lower rim of the lump. We 
locate the V-shaped flash by taking the GM of the four-inch 
head. The GM is exactly at the top of the V. 
Secondly, the hair hanks are optical illusions, a weasel and crow. 
But why?
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da Vinci’s Gallerani noble woman with the weasel species’ 
relative, the ermine, with a tell-tale 30º angle aligning both 
jaws and the vertical Golden Mean alignment of their eyes. 
Only nobles could have such a pet.
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Hilliard portrait of Elizabeth I with ermine.
A 30º angle aligns Elizabeth’s right eye, 

the ermine’s eye and the hilt of the Sword of State.
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This 30º angle isolates the weasel / left hair hank as measured from 
half the Golden Mean of the width, which is 4 inches (4”-2”=2”). 

This same angle from the opposite side isolates the other hair hank.
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Enhanced weasel pelt showing the eye, foreleg and hind leg. 
This is not a royal ermine but a treacherous vicious black weasel.
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Side view: a gargoyle or black crow cawing from the right hair feature. The weasel, 
the crow and the upside down shield make a triad of devices to show Shakspere’s 
predatory beastliness. The reversed shield is an insult to the bearer. By severing 
the head, it alludes to Sogliardo’s rampant headless boar, i.e, Shakspere’s arms. 
This is what they thought of William Shakspere. It is a condemnation of the 
insinuated author.
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The top hair hank appears to be a crow.
On the opposing side, the weasel’s foreleg, hind leg and eye are enhanced in red.
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A famous optical illusion in this Vermeer painting (see full painting 
p. 22)—the shadow of a kitten is shown here in the folds of Clio’s 
dress. Optical illusions were a frequent Renaissance technique. See 
da Vinci and Michelangelo for more examples.
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The sumptuous drapery in the Vermeer forms an optical illusion of 
an Algonquin birch bark canoe. Dutch traded with the Algonquin in 
the Hudson Valley during the Age of Discovery. Perhaps this was 
added to test and tease the perception of the viewer and of Vermeer’s 
eleven children.
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Well-known skull in the midst of a famous Low Countries map.
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“There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,
than is dreamed of in your philosophy.” 

This inscrutable dense repulsive image nevertheless contains . . .
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The heraldic star which is not visible . . . 
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The transcendental star which is also not visible . . .
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The identifying four circles are also not visible
(4 circles=4O=Vere Oxford) . . .
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Is this a portrait of the author? 
Yes and no. Certainly it is not a naturalistic representation. It 
is a Picture of Nobody, a Renaissance iconographic concept. 
It is a satire upon the proposed author from Stratford . . . and, 
most importantly, in its every feature, figure, measurement 
and line, it is a symbolic reference to . . .
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 Edward de Vere, 17th Earl of Oxford 
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Commentary on the Droeshout Etching 
as a Revolutionary Renaissance Work of Art

SUMMARY

The foregoing metaphors, verbal and graphic, express the symbolism of an elevated ‘marriage’ of 
the spiritual and the material—the inspired Higher wisdom from Edward de Vere’s plays printed 
in a book, the First Folio, a new concept in material immortality. The Droeshout etching consti-
tutes an eternal talisman to the author of those works, communicated linguistically, numerically 
and geometrically with great concentration on his identity.

I venture to say that henceforth the viewer cannot look at this etching without increased understand-
ing––and suspicion of claims that it proves the Stratford authorship. The opposite is the case. Anyone 
familiar with Renaissance art and ideas can appreciate that the etching imparts revolutionary informa-
tion to the eye and mind for those who comprehend its language and symbol system. It was understood 
at the time that this meant a select few who believed in the Hermetic concept of protected Truth. The 
overarching goal was to render an indelible and permanent talisman preserving the identity of the au-
thor of the works—to record the name, title and history of the ill-fated renegade nobleman.

Uniquely, the etching has no aesthetic value. It is a distortion of the human form. Yet, like a magic 
spell, its historical shield; five-pointed, Vere-like star; the circles-device; and the other contriv-
ances in the surface illustration, powered by the Golden Mean ratios, are a tour de force of Sacred 
Geometric and Renaissance artful skill.

The etching is revolutionary too in exposing an historical fiction that had and has been taken as 
truth. Taken literally, i.e., that Stratford Will wrote the works, it has helped bamboozle centuries of 
readers by diverting their search for a real person and presenting a fictitious story that is harmless 
and nonthreatening to the State. 

Yet at the time the creators brazenly placed hidden classical and Renaissance symbolism in the face 
of pathologically murderous statecraft. Having studied the past, they knew full well that Truth would 
outlast temporal Power.

In appreciation, I reviewed the Droeshout etching for three reasons:

 1) to honor the actual author, Edward de Vere
 2) to correct the history of our English political origins. Once upon a time, English 
     goverance tragically eclipsed the identity of its foundational artist through 
     realpolitik expediency. 
 3) to honor truth, not policy, as the measure of reality. 

Readers now have empirical knowledge of the Droeshout. Use it, share it, treasure it as a direct 
path to the truth of this tragic early nation-state saga.
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WJ Ray, born in Washington D.C., migrated West in 1955 and finally to Willits California, located in 
the coastal mountain range, where he became a homesteader with his family in 1971. He is retired 
from his work as a rural carrier with the US Postal Service. The valley seen in the picture below is 
where he lived from age twenty-seven to late maturity.  The poetry and thought contained in this 
website rise from that place.

He was a singer as a child, a gift he internalized in letters and diaries as he grew older. In addition 
to essays on political and cultural topics, he turned to poetry as a natural outlet for the joy and 
anguish of living. 

Since 1985, WJ Ray has produced poetry and read in small town gatherings that included Miriam 
Patchen, Gary Snyder, Joanne Kyger and Sharon Doubiago.  During that phase of American history he 
participated in arrests, campaigns, and Congressional visits to halt the perversely immoral path of an 
increasingly militarist state, controlled by corporate calculation.

His thought and poetry have been widely published regionally as an expression of kinship with 
fellow Americans and world citizens to whom the earth is our sacred home.

About the author, WJ Ray
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